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Today, you have a number of choices when it comes to giving a branded gift to your clients, customers and
friends.  Custom Dynotag Gifts deliver the best combination of refinement, technology and value
delighting your customers.

The Dynotag Private Label campaign offers you:

● Delighted Customers: Guaranteed!
Dynotag is an Industry leader with its patented Smart Tag technology that is advanced yet easy to use!
Resilient, maintenance free and with lifetime service included,  they are the gift that keeps on giving!
Your message is displayed when tags are activated, edited, or viewed; different content for each event.

● No empty batteries or broken electronics to let your clients down!
Requiring NO batteries that will die and NO fragile electronics, maintenance-free dynotags are always
on the job. DCS - our advanced “Dynotag Cloud Service” that is available 7/24 to deliver the dynotag
functionality anywhere on the planet over the Internet.

● Full Dynotag functionality in every tag!
○ Every recipient will activate and claim their new tag in a quick 1-minute process.
○ Each user has an account containing all of their tags, making it easy for them to manage the

contents and  review accesses/use of tags.
○ Only the owner of a Tag can update its contents. Others can only view it as set up by the owner.
○ The owner of the dynotag can select security with password access as required.

● Complete oversight of the end user engagement:
With a dynotag Private Label Campaign, you are provided with the functionality of a “campaign sponsor
account” that can:

○ Receive an email notification every time a tag in the campaign is activated
○ Access reports on tags activated in the last week, month or ever.



● NO need for a special app or training to use a dynotag.
○ A smartphone, tablet or laptop is all that’s needed.
○ Widely available on smartphones, a QR scanner simply provides a shortcut to the Smart ID

contents. Unique web address also printed on the Smart ID can be used on any web browser.

● The widest variety of smart tag products to choose from
You can pick from our selection of sizes, shapes and materials to put together your custom product.
With many years of experience in building Smart IDs, we can deliver the exact product you want.

● Your branding and message carried by the recipient for a long, long  time
Made from special materials and coated with protective layers, our tags are waterproof, UV proof and
withstand the elements.

● Includes “Service for Life!”
There are no gimmicks like non-removable batteries that are drained when you need them, hidden
charges, or service limitations. Your clients get all the advanced functionality and new features over
time - for life!

● Designed & Supported in the U.S.A.
○ Dynotag is a Seattle, WA based consumer technology company.
○ Our service runs on industrial grade data centers located in the U.S.
○ You will get responsive support for your questions and design needs.

Join Modern, Progressive  Companies in offering your clients the best!

We have been designing custom tags / bundles for customers ranging from Fortune 500 companies such as
Cisco Systems and Microsoft Corp. - to government organizations such as Canadian Council for Advancement
of Education to Golf & Country Clubs.

Send us your logo / messaging today to discuss how we can help you delight your clients, customers and
colleagues!

For more information, please contact us at partners@dynotag.com or call +1 (800) 257-9067 Ext. 3

Sincerely,

Dynotag Partner Programs
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Samples From Past Projects


